Effort-based decision making is often described by choices according to subjective value, a 22 function of reward discounted by effort. We asked whether a neural reinforcement learning 23 signal, the feedback related negativity (FRN), is modulated not only by reward outcomes but 24 also physical effort. We recorded EEG from human participants while they performed a task in 25 which they were required to accurately produce target levels of muscle activation to receive 26 rewards. Participants performed isometric knee extensions while quadriceps muscle activation 27 was recorded using EMG. Real-time feedback indicated muscle activation relative to a target. 28
Abstract 21
Effort-based decision making is often described by choices according to subjective value, a 22 function of reward discounted by effort. We asked whether a neural reinforcement learning 23 signal, the feedback related negativity (FRN), is modulated not only by reward outcomes but 24 also physical effort. We recorded EEG from human participants while they performed a task in 25 which they were required to accurately produce target levels of muscle activation to receive 26 rewards. Participants performed isometric knee extensions while quadriceps muscle activation 27 was recorded using EMG. Real-time feedback indicated muscle activation relative to a target. 28 On a given trial, the target muscle activation required either low or high effort. The effort was 29 determined probabilistically according to a binary choice, such that the responses were 30 associated with 20% and 80% probability of high effort. This contingency could only be known 31 by experience, and it reversed periodically. After each trial binary reinforcement feedback was 32
provided to indicate whether participants were sufficiently accurate in producing the target 33 muscle activity. Participants adaptively avoided effort by switching responses more frequently 34
after choices that resulted in hard effort. Feedback after participants' choices which revealed 35 the resulting effort requirement for the subsequent knee extension did not elicit an FRN 36 component. However, the neural response to reinforcement feedback after the knee extension 37
was increased during and after the time period of the FRN by preceding physical effort. Thus, 38 retrospective effort modulates reward processing which may underlie paradoxical behavioral 39 findings whereby rewards requiring more effort to obtain can become more powerful 40 reinforcers. 41 42
Significance Statement 43
When making decisions, we typically select more rewarding and less effortful options. Neural 44 reinforcement learning signals reinforce rewarding actions and deter punishing actions. When 45 participants received feedback that their choices would require easy or hard physical effort, we 46 did not observe reinforcement learning signals that are typically observed in response to 47 feedback predicting reward and punishment. Thus, the reinforcement learning system does not 48 strictly treat effort as loss or punishment. However, when the effort was completed and 49 participants received feedback indicating whether they successfully achieved a reward or not, 50 reinforcement learning signals were amplified by preceding effort. Thus, retrospective effort can 51 affect neural responses to reinforcement outcomes, which may explain how effort can enhance
Introduction 56
Humans and other animals tend to make decisions that lead to more rewarding and less 57 physically effortful outcomes (Shadmehr et It may be that prospective effort devalues reward, while retrospective effort amplifies 93 reinforcement. In the present study effort interacted retrospectively with reward. Like many 94 real-world situations, uncertain reward was obtained only after effort expenditure. 95
Participants first made binary choices, then they received feedback about the resulting 96 effort requirements which were probabilistic and uncertain. Subsequently, they performed an 97 effortful EMG production task for which they received variable reward that was dependent on 98 precisely producing a target level of EMG activity. This trial sequence allowed us to test the 99 hypothesis that effort information is integrated or otherwise remembered during the course of 100 an action, and that this information is used retrospectively to compute subjective utility upon 101
completing the action and observing the reward outcome. According to this hypothesis, 102 feedback indicating effort requirements in the current study would not elicit neural 103 reinforcement signals such as the FRN, whereas the neural response to reward feedback at the 104 end of each trial would be modulated both by reinforcement outcome and the preceding effort. 105
Alternatively, if effort is treated simply as an aversive stimulus or an economic loss by a 106 standard temporal difference learning process, then feedback which predicts the upcoming 107 effort but not the reward outcome should elicit neural reinforcement signals (Mulligan and 108
Hajcak 2018). 109
We found that effort feedback did not elicit an FRN response. However, the differential 110 neural response to reward and non reward outcomes was enhanced by preceding physical 111 effort during and after the time period of the FRN. 112
Material and Methods 113
Participants 114 A total of n = 18 healthy participants were included in our study (Mean age: 22.12 years, SD: 115 3.66, 9 females). Four participants underwent the experimental procedure but were excluded 116 due to excessive EEG artefacts caused by sweat or movement associated with the task. 117
Participants provided written informed consent to experimental procedures approved by the 118
Research Ethics Board at The University of Western Ontario. 119
Experimental Setup 120
To allow for isometric contractions of the quadriceps muscles, participants were restrained to a 121 chair by straps on their shoulders and waists. Participants' ankles were strapped to a rack fixed 122 at the base of the chair, with the knees bent at approximately 90 deg. Participants were seated 123 in front of a CRT monitor with their hands resting on a table positioned to make button presses 124 on a response box. 125 electrodes placed above and below each eye and the outer canthus of each eye. Additional 135 electrodes were placed on each mastoid. 136 EMG activity was recorded at 2400 Hz bilaterally from the rectus lateralis muscles of the 137 quadriceps using an active electrode system and amplifier (g.USBamp; g.tec Medical 138
Engineering). Two electrodes were placed on each muscle belly for bipolar recordings, and a 139 ground electrode was placed on the left shin. EMG signals were filtered at the time of recording 140 using a 5-500 Hz bandpass filter and a 60 Hz notch filter. 141
Visual Feedback of EMG 142
The EMG signal used to provide online visual feedback of quadriceps muscle activity was first 143 rectified, lowpass filtered with a 10 Hz cutoff frequency, and then down-sampled to 120 Hz. At 144 the beginning of each block, participants performed isometric knee extensions with maximum 145 effort continuously for 4 seconds. All samples greater than the median value recorded during 146 maximum effort were averaged to determine the value of maximum voluntary contraction 147
(MVC) used throughout the block. Subsequently, participants were cued to remain completely 148 still and keep their legs relaxed for 4 seconds. The mean EMG signal during this period was used 149 as a baseline value throughout the block. 150
During each trial, an animation of a thermometer was displayed to participants. The 151 fluid level of the thermometer increased in real time (monitor refresh rate: 60 Hz) as a linear 152 function of the processed EMG signal. In "hard" effort trials, the top of the thermometer 153 corresponded to 85% of MVC, and the bottom of the thermometer corresponded to the 154 baseline measure. In "easy" effort trials, the top of the thermometer corresponded to 15% of 155 MVC. The baseline measure was made to correspond to the point halfway up the thermometer 156 for the "easy" condition in order to reduce the gain of feedback. The fluid level was calculated 157 separately for each leg based on their respective MVC and baseline measures, and the average 158 was used to display feedback. A running average of fluid level for the previous 60 samples was 159 drawn to the screen to provide smooth feedback. During each trial, the maximum fluid level for 160 that trial was continuously displayed such that the fluid level only increased, and if the 161 participant relaxed their quadriceps muscles the feedback would remain at the same level. This 162 allowed for smooth, ballistic isometric contractions. It also made it so that participants were 163 not required to hold the fluid level constant without visual feedback, which often resulted in 164 the fluid level fluctuating or drifting away from the target during pilot experiments. 165
Experimental Task 166
Participants first performed a block of 28 practice trials (see below). Participants then 167 performed 4 blocks of 74 trials with self-paced rest periods between blocks. Each block 168 consisted of 12 control condition trials, followed by 50 experimental condition trials, and finally 169 12 additional control condition trials. At the end of each block, participants were verbally 170 surveyed as to how physically effortful the easy and hard effort trials were using a scale of 1 to 171 5, with 5 corresponding to maximum effort. 172
Experimental Condition: During each trial, participants made a binary choice which 174 probabilistically determined whether the trial would require easy or hard physical effort. The 175 effort contingencies had to be learned through experience. Participants then performed 176 isometric knee extensions to control visual EMG feedback on a screen. Participants were 177 instructed to exceed a minimum level of muscle activation indicated by a visual target while 178 remaining as close as possible to the target. Binary reinforcement feedback was provided at the 179 end of each trial to indicate success or failure, which corresponded to a small monetary reward. 180
Visual stimuli are shown in Figure 1 . An animated thermometer was drawn on the 181 screen throughout the task. A cross was drawn at the top of the thermometer to serve as a 182 target for EMG feedback. Letters "A" and "B" drawn to the left and right of the thermometer 183
represented the options for binary choices made in each trial. Participants initiated each trial by 184 pressing either a left or right button on a response box using their left or right index finger, 185
respectively. Immediately each button press, the choice was indicated by a box appearing 186 around the letter "A" or "B" for the left and right response buttons, respectively. The box 187 remained throughout the trial. One second after the button press, either the word "easy" or 188 the word "hard" replaced the target cross for 700 ms to indicate the effort condition of the 189 trial. The effort condition was determined probabilistically by the participants' response, and 190 the effort contingencies had to be learned through experience. One of the responses led to a 191 "hard" effort trial with a probability of 0.8, and an "easy" effort trial with a probability of 0.2. 192
The other response led to a "hard" effort trial with a probability of 0.2, and an "easy" effort trial 193
with a probability of 0.8. Unannounced to participants, the effort contingencies periodically 194
reversed. Reversals occurred after the response more likely to produce "easy" effort was 195 chosen a cumulative number of times which was randomly selected to be between 5 and 9 for 196 each reversal. Participants were instructed that their responses would affect the effort 197 requirements in some way but were not informed of the specific nature of the task. Participants 198
were not instructed to respond in any particular way other than to sample both choices. 199
After the effort feedback was removed from the display, the target cross reappeared for 200 800 ms. Subsequently, the effort production phase of the trial began. During this phase, the 201 fluid level of the thermometer was drawn continuously to provide EMG feedback (see "Visual 202
Feedback of EMG"). The fluid level increased with increasing EMG signal but represented the 203 maximum signal for the trial, and thus never decreased. A purple circle was drawn under the 204 target to cue the beginning of the effort production phase, and participants were instructed to 205 keep their legs relaxed until they saw this cue. The circle shrank continuously during the course 206 of the trial, disappearing in 2500 ms to signal the end of the effort production phase, at which 207 point EMG feedback disappeared. Participants were instructed that in order to complete the 208 task successfully, the final fluid level must exceed the target represented by the center of the 209 cross. The target corresponded to 15% and 85% of MVC in the "easy" effort and "hard" effort 210 conditions, respectively. Furthermore, participants were instructed to keep the fluid level as 211 close as possible to the target, thus their goal was to always overshoot the target but to 212 minimize the extent of overshoot. Participants were instructed to relax their legs as soon as 213 possible after reaching the target, as the fluid level did not decrease during a trial. EMG 214 feedback was withheld above the target by a mask drawn on the top of the thermometer. This 215 prevented participants from seeing the extent of their overshoot errors, and performance 216 feedback was instead provided by binary reinforcement. 217
At the end of the effort production phase, the EMG feedback and the mask disappeared. 218
After 1500 ms of fixation, the target cross was replaced with either "$$$" or "XXX" to indicate a 219 rewarded or failed trial, with a reward being indicated if the fluid level exceeded the target 220 while remaining sufficiently close to it. Participants were instructed that they could earn up to 221 an additional 10 CAD throughout the task according to the number of trials in which they 222
received feedback indicating success. The error threshold for overshoot was adjusted using a 1-223 up-1-down adaptive staircase separately for the two effort conditions to ensure a 50% 224 reinforcement rate overall for both conditions. 225
Control Condition: Each block began and ended with 12 control trials, during which the task was 226 the same as the experimental condition except no reinforcement feedback was provided and 227 the effort condition was deterministic and independent of participants' responses. Both runs of 228 12 control trials consisted of 6 "easy" effort trials and 6 "hard" effort trials, with the trials of 229 each effort condition occurring consecutively. The text "easy effort" or "hard effort" was 230 displayed at the top of the screen continuously to cue the effort condition for all control trials. 231
Participants were instructed to make a button press to initiate each trial, but that the choice 232 was arbitrary and that the effort condition would always correspond to the cue at the top of 233 the screen. In the first 12 control trials of each block, there was no mask drawn on the top of 234 the thermometer, so participants could see their overshoot errors in order to practice the task 235 more effectively. In the final 12 control trials of each block, the mask was drawn for each trial as 236
in the experimental condition. The orders of "easy" and "hard" condition runs during the 237 control trials were randomized and balanced across the four blocks for each participant. 238
Practice trials: Participants first performed a practice block to learn how to control the EMG 239 feedback. As in the control trials, no reinforcement feedback was provided and the effort 240 condition was cued to participants before each trial and independent of participants' 241 responses. The practice block began with 7 "easy" effort trials followed by 7 "hard" effort trials 242 without the mask drawn at the top of the thermometer. Participants then performed 7 "easy" 243 effort trials followed by 7 "hard" effort trials with the mask. 244
Behavioral Analysis: The effect of effort and reinforcement outcomes on behavioral choice was 245 analyzed using logistic regression performed with the Glmnet package in R. The dependent 246 variable was whether the participants' choice on trial n corresponded to staying or switching 247 from the choice on trial n-1, coded as 0 or 1. The independent variables were determined by 248 the effort and reinforcement outcomes on trial n-1: 249 250 Effort:
-1 for "easy" effort, 1 for "hard" effort 251
Reward: -1 for non-reward, 1 for reward 252 Effort/Reward interaction: Effort*Reward 253
Switch: 1 for all trials 254 255
Logistic regression was calculated separately for each participant. Regularization was 256 applied using L2-norm penalty. The penalty constant, , selected using leave-out cross 257 validation. A value of 0.04297 was chosen as it is the largest value which minimizes the cross-258 validated misclassification error, averaged across subjects. The coefficients for Effort, Reward, 259 and the interaction term were each submitted to 1-sample t-tests against zero. 260
EEG Data Denoising 261
EEG data were preprocessed using the EEGLAB toolbox (see (Delorme and Makeig 2004a) for  262 details), except for filtering which was performed using the MATLAB filtfilt function. Data, 263
initially referenced to linked mastoids, were bandpass filtered using a second order 264
Butterworth filter with a passband of 0.1-45 Hz. Channels with poor recording quality or 265 excessive artifacts were identified with visual inspection and interpolated using spherical 266
interpolation. EEG data were then re-referenced to the average scalp potential and 267 interpolated electrodes were subsequently removed from the data before independent 268 components analysis. Two epochs were extracted for each trial corresponding to effort 269 condition feedback following the button press response and reinforcement feedback following 270 the effort production phase. Continuous data were segmented into 2.5 second epochs time-271 locked to stimulus onset at 0 ms (time range: -1000 to +1500 ms to reinforcement feedback, we computed ERPs corresponding to "easy non-reward" (45.4 ± 6.9 282 trials) "easy reward" (46.3 ± 6.2 trials), "hard non-reward" (37.9 ± 8.4 trials), "hard reward" 283 (45.6 ± 7.7 trials). In the control condition, participants performed the effort production task 284 but did not receive any reinforcement feedback. We computed ERPs for the "control easy" 285 (41.5 ± 5.9 trials) and "control hard" (38.5 ± 5.5 trials) conditions time locked to the moment 286
where reinforcement feedback would have been delivered in the experimental condition. For 287
ERPs corresponding to reinforcement feedback and the control condition, we excluded all trials 288 in which the visual EMG feedback did not reach the target, as in this case a non-reward 289 outcome was evident before the reinforcement feedback was delivered. We also extracted 290
ERPs time locked to the effort condition feedback, which indicated the upcoming effort 291 requirements after each button press but before the participant performed the EMG 292 production task ("easy feedback" 94.9 ± 10.2 trials and "hard feedback" 92.4 ± 13.5 trials). All 293
ERPs were baseline corrected by subtracting the average voltage in the 100 ms period 294 immediately prior to stimulus onset. Finally, ERPs were low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency 295 of 30 Hz. 296 297 ROI selection: Because it is well established that reinforcement feedback elicits a feedback 298 related negativity (FRN), and our hypothesis concerns the effect of physical effort on the FRN, 299 we selected our electrode and time window of interest to maximize the contrast between the 300 ERP responses to reward and non-reward feedback, irrespective of effort condition. For each 301 subject, we computed the difference wave between ERPs elicited by reward feedback and non-302 reward feedback (reward minus non-reward), and selected our ROI using the grand average 303 difference waves across subjects. We found that the largest peak occurred at electrode FCz at 304 234 ms after feedback onset. Thus we selected electrode FCz to analyze the feedback related 305 negativity, which is consistent with previous work including our own ( :  313 non-reward, reward) and effort condition (levels: easy, hard). Our time window was not defined 314 a priori but rather selected to maximize the difference between reward and non-reward. 315
Without accounting for multiple comparisons across all possible time windows, the main effect 316 of reward outcome is biased and the significance is inflated. However, our hypotheses concern 317 the effect of effort and the interaction between effort and reward, with respect to which our 318 ROI selection is blind and therefore unbiased. 319
We tested for artefacts related to the isometric leg extension using the difference wave 320 computed between the "easy control" and "hard control" ERPs. We submitted the mean value 321 of the difference wave between 209-259 ms to a one sample t-test against zero. These ERPs 322 were aligned to the moment when reinforcement feedback would have been delivered in the 323 experimental condition, but instead the target cross simply disappeared briefly. Participants 324
were told that they would not receive feedback in this condition and thus did not expect a 325
possible reward. 326
We tested for an FRN elicited by effort condition feedback using the difference wave 327 computed between "easy feedback" and "hard feedback" ERPs. These ERPs were aligned to 328 feedback indicating effort condition on each trial, occurring after the button press response but 329 before the EMG production phase. We submitted the mean value of the difference wave 330 between 209-259 ms to a one sample t-test against zero. 331
Because we observed effects outside of the time period of the FRN, we also performed 332 statistical tests without averaging within a temporal ROI, instead testing each sample between 333 100-600ms after feedback onset. We selected this time window as it is wide enough to capture 334 effects outside of the of the FRN, yet constrained to a range during which ERPs are likely to be 335 affected by feedback processing (Glazer et al. 2018 ). We corrected significance values for 336 multiple comparisons across time using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for estimating the 337 false discovery rate (FDR), implemented by the MATLAB mafdr function. To analyze the neural 338 response to reinforcement feedback, we used 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA with factors 339 reward outcome and effort condition. We used one sample t-tests against zero on the 340 difference waves computed between "easy feedback" and "hard feedback" ERPs, aligned to 341 feedback indicating effort condition after each button press. We also used one sample t-tests 342 against zero on the difference waves computed between "easy control" and "hard control" 343
ERPs, aligned to the moment when reinforcement feedback would have been delivered. 344
Scalp Distributions: Scalp distributions were plotted with the EEGLAB topoplot function using 345 the mean amplitude of difference waves within specified time windows, averaged across 346 subjects. 347
Results 348

Behavioral Results 349
Participants made binary decisions which probabilistically determined the effort requirements 350 for each trial. Participants underwent the "hard effort" condition in 49.6% (std: 4.8%) of trials. 351
Reward was delivered if EMG feedback exceeded a target level while staying sufficiently close 352 to the target. Participants received reward in 49.4% (std: 0.02%) of trials. We performed logistic 353 regression for each subject to predict switching of responses between trials n-1 and n, with the 354 effort condition and reward outcome on trial n-1 as the predictors. Figure 2b shows the 355 coefficients estimated for each subject, and Figure 2a shows the proportion of trials after which 356 participants switched responses for the different reward and effort outcomes. We found that 357 the coefficients for the effect of effort on switching were significantly greater than zero (one-358 sample t test; t(17) = 2.263, p = 0.037). The coefficients for the effect of reward were not 359 reliably different from zero ( t(17) = -0.871, p = 0.3959), nor were the coefficients for the 360 interaction term (t(17) = 0.252, p = 0.8043). 361
ERP Results 362
Feedback Related Negativity Time Window. Figure 3a shows the ERPs elicited by reinforcement 363
feedback, while Figure 3b shows the effects of effort and reward on ERP amplitude during the 364 FRN time window. We analyzed the neural response to reinforcement feedback by performing 365 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA on the average ERP amplitude within our FRN time window. We 366 found that voltage was lower in the "hard effort" condition compared to the "easy effort" 367 condition (main effect, F(1,17) = 12.41 , p = 0.0026). We also found that voltage was more 368 positive for reward compared to non-reward (main effect, F(1,17) = 49.8 , p < 0.001). This effect 369
is inflated as we selected our time window of interest to maximize the effect of reward. 370
However, the effect is still reliable after Bonferroni correction for all possible placements of a 371 50 ms window within the 1.5 second period of our epoch after feedback presentation 372 (corrected p = 0.0014). We found no reliable interaction between reward and effort (F(1,17) = 373 1.09 , p = 0.31). In the control condition, participants performed the EMG production task but 374 the effort condition was pre-determined and no reinforcement feedback was provided. We 375 aligned neural responses to the moment in the trial when reinforcement feedback would have 376 been provided in the experimental condition. We found that the "control easy" -"control hard" 377 difference wave was not reliably different from zero during the FRN time window (mean 378 difference: 0.275 µv, SD: 1.41, t(17) = 0.826, p = 0.420). 379
After participants produced binary decisions by button press, feedback was provided to indicate 380 the resulting effort condition for the current trial. Figure 4a shows the ERPs elicited on each 381 trial by feedback indicating the effort condition. We found that the "easy feedback" -"hard 382 feedback" difference wave was not reliably different from zero during the FRN time window ( 383 mean difference: -0.277 µv, SD: 0.953, t(17) = -1.2317, p = 0.235). 384
Sample-wise analysis. We performed the same statistical tests used for the FRN time window, 385 but for each individual time point 100-600 ms post feedback onset. P-values are corrected for 386 multiple comparisons across time points using FDR. In response to reinforcement feedback, we 387
found reliable main effects of reward outcome between 184-336 ms after feedback onset 388 (Figure 3c , ranges for significant time points: F = [7.99 52.99], p = [.0001 .045], uncorrected p = [ 389 <0.0001 .012]). We found main effects of effort condition 238-254 ms after feedback onset 390 (Figure 3e , ranges for significant time points: F = [13.74 14.45], p = [0.050 0.050], uncorrected p 391 = [ 0.0011 .0018]). We found effort/reward interaction effects starting 250 ms after feedback 392 onset and up to 600 ms, the end of our time window for statistical testing (Figure 3g , ranges for 393 significant time points: F = [5.73 38.94], p = [0.0008 0.048], uncorrected p = [ <0.0001 0.028]). 394 We found no reliable differences between the "control easy" and "control hard" ERPs (ranges 395 for all timepoints between 100-600 ms: t = [-1.56 1.42], uncorrected p = [ .139 1.00]. We found 396 significant differences between the "easy feedback" and "hard feedback" ERPs between 373-397 522 ms after effort feedback (Figure 4b , ranges for significant time points: t = [-4.31 -2.81], p = 398
[0.015 0.049], uncorrected p = [0.0005 0.012]). Although we only performed statistical testing 399 up to 600 ms to avoid sacrificing statistical power, we observed that the "easy feedback" -400 "hard feedback" difference wave remains at least 1 standard error below zero until 1018 ms 401 post-feedback. 402
Discussion 403
Participants were more likely to switch responses after choices that led to "hard" effort than 404 "easy" effort, suggesting that they adapted behavior to reduce physical effort in response to 405 uncertain outcomes. At the end of each trial, binary reinforcement feedback indicated whether 406 participants achieved a monetary reward which depended on precisely producing a target level 407 of EMG activity. Unsurprisingly, reinforcement feedback elicited a robust feedback related 408 negativity (FRN) response. The FRN was characterized by a negativity over the frontocentral 409 scalp in response to feedback indicating non-reward relative to a positivity occurring in 410 response to reward. The effect of preceding effort during the FRN window was opposite that of 411 reward, with reinforcement outcomes which required more effort producing a lower ERP 412
amplitude. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the FRN encodes a prediction 413 error which is computed not only using the value of the reward outcome but rather based on a 414 measure of subjective utility, which is a function of reward outcome discounted by the physical 415 effort required to obtain that outcome. 416
Within the temporal window containing the FRN, we found oppositional main effects of 417 reward and effort on the amplitude of the neural response. This temporal ROI approach 418 allowed us to test for effects of effort with high statistical power. However, a sample-wise 419 analysis revealed more complicated dynamics, with reward and effort producing main effects 420
and an interaction that only partly overlapped in time. After reinforcement feedback was 421 delivered, an effect of reward outcome first emerged with a latency of 184 ms, which remained 422 significant while an additional main effect of preceding effort emerged at 238 ms. Finally, a 423 sustained interaction between reward and effort first occurred around 250 ms after feedback 424
onset. This onset of the interaction is still within the typical range of the FRN, but the effect 425 persisted upwards of 600 ms, beyond the time range typically associated with the FRN. All of 426 these effects had a similar frontocentral scalp distribution. These dynamics suggest a process 427
whereby upon receiving reward feedback, the medial frontal cortex first encodes the 428 immediate reward outcome and subsequently integrates signals related to the preceding effort. 429
This process culminates in an interaction whereby the effect of reward outcome depends on 430 the preceding effort. While the initial effect of reward outcome and the later interaction are 431 clear, the main effect of effort occurring during the FRN prior to the interaction effect is much 432
weaker. It is possible that this main effect of effort is driven primarily by the emerging 433
interaction effect, and that there is simply not enough statistical power to detect the 434 interaction during that time interval. 435
The neural interaction between effort and reward was characterized by a larger, more 436 sustained effect of reinforcement outcome when the preceding effort was high. Analogous 437
interactions have been observed behaviorally in animals and humans, in which the same 438 reward produces stronger reinforcement when it requires more effort to obtain (Inzlicht, 439 Shenhav, and Olivola 2018; Lydall, Gilmour, and Dwyer 2010; Zentall 2010; Clement et al. 2000) . 440
Unfortunately, we were not able to assess such a behavioral interaction in the current study as 441
there was no effect of reward outcome on the binary decisions that participants made on each 442
trial. This was not surprising as reward outcome was not determined by these decisions but 443 rather by performance on the EMG production task. The binary decisions only determined the 444 effort required, and the reinforcement threshold was controlled to produce approximately 445 equal reward rate in both effort conditions. 446
After participants produced binary responses, feedback indicated the resulting physical 447 effort condition for the subsequent EMG production portion of the trial. In line with theoretical 448 accounts of the FRN as a temporal difference learning prediction error signal, stimuli which 449 predict aversive outcomes or economic loss typically elicit FRN responses (Mulligan and Hajcak 450 2018). Thus, we predicted that effort feedback might elicit an FRN component as a learning 451 signal for effort minimization. However, we observed no FRN component when comparing the 452 ERP responses to feedback indicating "easy" or "hard" effort trials. Rather, effort modulated 453 the FRN in response to reinforcement feedback at the end of the trial. This suggests that 454 physical effort is not immediately treated by the reinforcement learning system as a loss or a 455 punishing stimulus. Rather, effort information can be maintained during the course of an action 456 and incorporated with reward information at the time of outcome evaluation. We often 457 undertake protracted tasks for which the effort requirements and ultimate payoffs are 458 uncertain. It may not be efficient to punish the value representation of a task every time an 459 unexpected effort is encountered, as the eventual payoff may be well worth the effort. Instead, 460
it may be more efficient to integrate effort over the entire course of an undertaking and 461 evaluate the cost and benefit simultaneously when the final outcome is observed. This process 462
can also support interactions in which the effect of effort depends on reward which is only 463 delivered later. Alternatively, some work suggests that we learn about effort requirements and 464 reward separately and integrate them at the time of decision making (Skvortsova, Palminteri, 465 and Pessiglione 2014; Hauser, Eldar, and Dolan 2017). It is likely that economic decision making 466 and learning involves distributed hierarchical computations, and that it is possible to observe a 467 distribution of signals with varying dependencies on effort, reward, and integrated utility 468 throughout the brain (Hunt and Hayden 2017). 469
Limitations 470
Participants adapted their behavior to reduce physical effort, but the behavioral effect of effort 471 was variable and relatively weak. Participants were more likely to switch responses after 472 choices that led to "hard" effort than "easy" effort. However, participants often switched 473 responses after "easy" trials or stayed with responses that produced "hard" effort: on average, 474 participants switched responses after 46.5% of "easy" trials and 60% of "hard" trials. 475
Furthermore, negative coefficients for the effect of effort on switching were estimated for 476 several participants. The relatively weak and highly variable effects of effort is consistent with 477 the notion that although effort is generally treated as a cost which is minimized, in many cases 478 people are undeterred by effort or even purposefully select more effortful options (Inzlicht et  479 al. 2018; Eisenberger 1992). These effects are often attributed to state-dependent learning in 480 which reinforcement outcomes are evaluated relative to the value of the current state. In the 481 current study, variable reinforcement outcomes were only evaluated after effort production, 482 and thus may have been more valuable when received after a costly, high effort action. Other 483 details of the task may have affected effort related choice. Unlike some previous studies of 484 effort minimization, participants were not instructed to avoid effort. Furthermore, success in 485 the task was not dependent on exerting effort which exceeded an unknown criterion. These 486 features may enhance effort minimization but they could also conflate effort prediction errors 487 with errors relative to the goals of the task at hand, which are also strongly represented in the 488 ACC (Krigolson and Holroyd Although the excellent temporal resolution offered by EEG proved instrumental in 490 uncovering the dynamics of effort and reward processing in the brain, it invariably measures a 491 mixture of signals from neurons with different response properties. Kennerley et al., 2011 492 identified diverse tuning to economic value across ACC, orbitofrontal cortex, and lateral 493
prefrontal cortex, such that many neurons that are selective to value with opposite tunings will 494 cancel out at the population level measured by EEG of FMRI. One notable exception was a 495 subpopulation of ACC neurons which encoded value with positive tuning multiplexed across 496 reward, effort, and delay variables. Interestingly, these neurons also tended to encode positive 497 reward prediction errors. Furthermore, EEG measured at the scalp is difficult to localize and can 498 represent mixtures of activity from entirely separate brain regions. Although the FRN is a well 499 characterized response and convergent lines of evidence suggest a source in the ACC, we also 500 report effects outside the typical time range of the FRN. These effects exhibit a medial-frontal 501 scalp distribution which is similar to the FRN, however the neural source cannot be determined 502 with certainty. 503 feedback appeared to inform participants that their choice resulted in either "easy" or "hard" physical effort 629 requirements for the upcoming EMG production task. A purple circle appeared over the target cross to cue the 630 onset of the EMG production phase, during which participants performed isometric knee extension and the fluid 631 level of a thermometer indicated quadriceps muscle activation. The circle shrank continuously, disappearing in 2.5 632 s to cue the end of the EMG production phase. Participants attempted to bring the fluid level above the target, 633 represented by a cross, while remaining as close as possible to the target. However, a mask drawn above the 634 target prevented participants from seeing the extent of errors that they made in overshooting the target. Instead, 635 binary reinforcement feedback was provided 1.5 s after the EMG production phase ended, indicating whether or 636 not participants had successfully exceeded the target while remaining sufficiently close. 
